Sensemaking Challenges in Personal Informatics and Self-Monitoring Systems

Abstract
Personal informatics (PI) systems, which aggregate and analyse personal data from activity tracking devices and lifelogging services, have been shown to provide benefits in health and wellbeing settings. In this workshop paper we report a preliminary analysis of interviews with users of a personal informatics system and discuss the challenges that these users encounter in making sense of their data. We identify four challenges that may have implications for the use of PI systems in a health context, which we propose to discuss at the WISH workshop with other researchers who have considered self-monitoring from health and sensemaking perspectives.
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Introduction
Health is a multi-faceted phenomenon, affected by myriad factors such as diet, exercise, environment, stress, and daily routine. A growing number of
interactive systems, which aim to support independent health monitoring and management, are attending to this multifaceted configuration by providing users with the ability to aggregate and analyse data from many aspects of their lives. The Health Mashups system [1], for example, captures diverse data about users and reveals statistical associations between health-related metrics (e.g. quality of sleep, levels of pain) and other contextual factors. These statistical patterns are presented to users in the form of natural language statements, such as “You experience less pain on days when you get more exercise”.

A growing number of mainstream personal informatics tools are adopting a similar multifaceted approach to personal tracking and attempt to present insights to users in an understandable way. Whilst it has been shown that these multifaceted systems provide users with insights that they could not easily derive themselves [1,2], few studies have explored the challenges that users face in making sense of the information provided by this type of system.

Broadly, sensemaking pertains to finding meaning in a situation [6]. In HCI, it refers to the cognitive act of understanding information [8]. Supporting sensemaking is a known challenge in HCI, especially when users are confronted with the task of interpreting complex information spaces. For example, Kelly & Payne found that users struggled to make sense of search returns due to the sheer volume of pages gathered and the presence of large amounts of irrelevant content [3]. In a qualitative study of various information visualisations, Lee et al. [4] found that users sometimes ‘floundered’ when trying to make sense of visual representations that were unfamiliar. We believe that effective self-management of health-related conditions requires users to be able to make sense of their data. Mamykina et al. [5] identify three essential sensemaking activities for health self-management: 1) perception of new information related to health, 2) development of inferences that inform selection of actions, and 3) carrying out actions in response to new information. Problems with these activities are likely to result in users either missing out on the benefits provided by a system or, worse still, engaging in courses of inappropriate or harmful action. Yet little is known about sensemaking in the context of multifaceted personal informatics systems, whether it is problematic, and how these problems could be resolved.

In this paper we highlight some of the initial sensemaking challenges that were uncovered from preliminary analysis of interviews with 18 users of Exist, a multi-faceted personal informatics system. Exist bears a close resemblance to the Health Mashups system [1]. It aggregates data from numerous distinct self-tracking services and discovers statistical correlations present within the data. The service presents correlational information to its users as graphical visualisations and natural language statements (see Sidebar 1.3), e.g. ‘You sleep better on days when you are more physically active’, or ‘You have a better mood when you listen to more classical music’. While Exist does not focus explicitly on health-related data, it has the potential to do so. It exemplifies a growing number of personal informatics systems that process diverse personal data. Therefore, we contend that the challenges we uncover are relevant to health informatics systems of this kind, and are unlikely to be unique to Exist.
**Sidebar 2: Interview Quotes 1-9**

Q1) There’s so many. Yay! That’s really cool. [P9]

Q2) I’ve been really excited to find out how much it has to display about me. [P13]

Q3) You’ve really got to have your brain in gear to go through these! I’m not used to this sort of thing. [P17]

Q4) …Is that right? Oh I can’t figure it out, I’m getting analysis paralysis. I’ve got it big time. I’ve seen so many… I’m struggling to figure out what these things mean now. [P1]

Q5) There’s so many it’s hard to reflect on what’s missing. The only one I noticed was one I was particularly interested in, which is music and mood. [P1]

Q6) I would like to select which ones I find most useful, and take away some of the repetition stuff. That would be nice. [P9]

Q7) Cloud, wind and rain are not really of interest to me. It goes into more depth than is needed. I would say rain, whether it’s dry, is the only one I would need. [P3]

Q8) There’s quite a lot, I’d take out all the “it’s rainier when it’s cloudier”, “you sleep more when you’re in bed more”, …all of that obvious stuff… Too much to deal with. [P4]

Q9) Obvious. That’s just science! It just is! [P2]

**Method**

18 participants were recruited via advertisements on University noticeboards. Each participant provided data to the Exist system for 1-3 months (information about participants and the data collected is shown in Sidebar 1). At the end of the data collection period we conducted face-to-face semi-structured interviews with all of the participants, lasting 45-111 minutes (M=62).

In this session, participants were shown printed screenshots of the correlations revealed by the Exist system and were asked to think aloud whilst reviewing the output. The outputs contained a mean average of 76 reported correlations per participant (range=24-109). The interviewer probed for deeper explanations of the output until no new information seemed to come from participants’ responses. Interview transcripts were analysed inductively, using phases of open coding to identify concepts within the data, and axial coding to identifying relationships among the concepts. Four themes associated with sensemaking that emerged from our preliminary analysis are discussed in this paper. We discuss their relevance to health-related settings at the end of the paper.

**Sensemaking Challenge 1: Quantity and unfamiliarity of information can overwhelm users**

Our analysis revealed that some participants initially considered the presentation of numerous correlations to be a positive characteristic of the system (see Sidebar 2; Quotes 1 & 2). These participants valued the prospect of having many outputs to explore, seemingly because they believed that this would correspond to the insights they could derive from the system. However, it was apparent that for at least five of the participants, the initial satisfaction of receiving many correlations gave way to frustration with regards to the cognitive effort required to review all of the outputs (e.g. Quotes 3, 4, 5). Some participants expressed difficulty in accurately comprehending the information that they were presented with, due to the sheer volume of analysis overwhelming the sense-making process itself. One participant referred to his feeling of being overwhelmed and unable to form rational conclusions as “analysis paralysis” (Quote 4). Difficulties interpreting the outputs of the system were compounded by the unfamiliarity of correlational information of this kind (e.g. Quote 3). Thus there is a challenge associated with condensing or filtering the information that is shown to the user, and presenting this information in an intuitive and familiar way.

Many participants felt that one approach to mitigate the overload of information would be to remove insights that appeared in duplicate (e.g. Quote 6). These duplicates appeared in part due to the design decision of Exist to present correlations between variables A and B twice, once showing that A correlates with B, and again showing that B correlates with A. In addition, some insights were deemed to be duplicates of one another because of the level of granularity at which they were interpreted, and because they co-varied with other variables to some extent. For example, variables capturing cloud cover, wind speed and precipitation levels were simply viewed as redundant and overly detailed measures of good or bad weather by several participants (e.g. Quote 7). For health related variables these redundancy issues might arise where similar measures are being recorded (e.g. blood glucose levels and urine glucose levels).

An additional source of frustration for participants was the presence of many insights that were considered “obvious” (e.g. Quotes 8,9,10). These correlations offered little value and added to the feeling of being...
overloaded with information. Bentley et al. reported similarly negative reactions to “obvious” insights in Health Mashups [1], noting that their presence did not make sense to some users and created a tension between telling people what they already know and educating them with new insights.

**Sensemaking Challenge 2: Poor information presentation can lead to misinterpretation**

A second sensemaking challenge related to the misinterpretation of information. While systems such as Exist and Health Mashups aim to improve the understandability of insights by presenting them as natural language statements, we found numerous examples of the phraseology of these statements (see Sidebar 1.3) leading to misinterpretation of information and over-simplification of complex relationships (e.g. Quotes 11, 12). This meant that users of the system developed flawed inferences. For example, a statement revealing an inverse correlation between the amount of exercise and levels of pain, e.g. “You have less pain when you do more exercise,” might imply that more exercise is *always* beneficial, when in fact over-exercise could be detrimental to the user’s health.

A common theme emerged relating to the overly literal interpretation of natural language statements by participants. Because statements in Exist were constructed in the form “You are/do/get more X when you are/do/get more Y” people understood this to mean that activities X and Y were simultaneous (e.g. Quotes 13, 14). However, many correlations relate to factors that are temporally disconnected. For example, Participant 8 had previously stated that he avoided listening to music whilst working. Despite this disconnection, the phrasing of a statement showing a correlation between these two variables led him to believe that the data advocated listening to music whilst he worked (Quote 13). Statements that more explicitly indicate the possibility for two activities to be correlated, without necessarily occurring simultaneously, may help to resolve this misinterpretation.

We also found that many of the participants were inclined to reflect on some correlational relationships in terms of causes and effects (e.g. Quote 15) and that they sometimes thought that the configuration of the natural language statements implied which was which (despite this not being knowable from the data). Furthermore, participants who were unaccustomed to considering statistical measures such as significance and goodness-of-fit often viewed these statements as definitive assertions of fact, even when the correlations were weak. Participants that were familiar with analysing statistical relationships questioned the definitive nature of these statements (e.g. Quote 16). These problems point to broader challenges associated with information presentation that is misleading due to poor design or oversimplification.

**Sensemaking Challenge 3: Inferences and actions are hindered by a lack of transparency in outputs**

Many of the difficulties that participants experienced whilst reviewing the insights provided by the system were a consequence of their distrust of the data and the methods by which it was analysed. For example, several participants complained that self-reported measures (e.g. mood) overlooked fluctuations that could not be captured by a single rating for an entire day (e.g. Quote 17). Similarly, automated tracking measures, such as those gathered by wearable activity sensors, were occasionally viewed as unreliable (e.g. because they failed to accurately capture activities such
Sidebar 4: Interview Quotes 15-20

Q15) You spend more time active when you have a better day...can I reverse those? Because actually I think it's like, I had a good day because I spent more time being active. I knew that already. [P14]
Q16) They've made this statement as if it's definitive... But it's not true. I was inclined to believe it because it said it, but then I look at it and go, what does it actually mean there? This is coming from someone who knows about R-values and the significance of correlations, whereas other people might not. I'm guessing that this 39% is...it's the R-value basically. [P1]
Q17) Measuring how I feel at the end of the day...I feel great at some points of the day and terrible at others, so asking once at the end of the day might not be accurate. Even once a day is not a good snapshot. [P9]
Q18) You tweet more when the night is cooler. Just rubbish! Complete coincidence! [P2]
Q19) This one's only got one star confidence, so I don't know what to make of it really. [P16]
Q20) I don't know if that's a coincidence because it's warm the whole month, but I wouldn't have guessed. I'd do it again over another period of time, a colder period. See what it says then. [P4]

As swimming and cycling. Participants therefore deliberated over the true nature of the trends being shown, whilst reflecting on the caveats and limitations of the data involved. This meant participants were sometimes reluctant to carry out actions in response to the information that they received.

With regards to the reliability of the analysis, rather than the data itself, some unexpected results were plainly dismissed as being incorrect or coincidental (e.g. Quote 18). These insights were considered improbable, and participants assumed, therefore, that the analysis was erroneous. Participants occasionally questioned the validity of drawing definitive conclusions from the data, given the potential for bias and confounding factors (e.g. Quotes 19, 20). The lack of transparency about which data was or was not included in the correlation analysis occasionally resulted in difficulties interpreting and trusting results (e.g. Quote 21). Participant 18 admired the potential for the system to provide “life changing” information, but was hesitant about acting on this information without greater transparency in the data analysis (Quote 22).

Some participants encountered counter-intuitive information, for example discovering that their productivity (in terms of time spent productively on their computer) correlated with their distracting time (also on their computer). One participant struggled to arrive at a logical interpretation of this correlation (Quote 12), questioning whether the system was advocating distraction as a mechanism for being more productive, or whether something had “gone wrong” in the analysis. In fact, this correlation appeared because both productivity and distracting time were correlated with overall time spent on a computer. Data representing productivity and distracting time as percentages of overall time spent on a computer, rather than absolute duration values were argued to be more appropriate by some participants. Several participants struggled to interpret correlations where the units of measurement and the possibilities for colinearity were not apparent to them.

Sensemaking Challenge 4: Holistic insights are difficult to obtain from disjointed outputs

A final theme that surfaced was that participants sought to associate findings related to multiple, discrete correlations, e.g. seeking a chain of association between three or more facets of their life to gain a more holistic understanding. Participant 3 illustrated this by trying to understand the associations between the quality of her sleep, the temperature at night, and her mood (Quote 23). The Exist system provided few explicit mechanisms to support this linking activity, beyond grouping pairwise correlations that involved a particular attribute on a single screen. While this enabled participants to identify multiple correlates of a particular variable (e.g. Quote 24), further exploration was required to understand the factors associated with each of these correlates. We observed participants struggling to locate and pool relevant information in order to obtain the holistic insights that they were seeking. A challenge for systems of this kind is therefore not only to aggregate many data inputs, but also to provide mechanisms for combining their discrete outputs to produce more integrative, holistic insights about their users.

Implications for Interactive Health Systems

Personal informatics systems that process health-related data offer the potential for users to understand and manage aspects of their health at home, independent of their interactions with clinicians.
However, the challenges associated with making sense of outputs from these systems affect their potential for situated use (e.g. Quote 25). The issues of information overload, misinterpretation from poorly designed and overly simplified outputs, lack of transparency, and difficulty in combining disparate outputs all contribute to the potential for users to make incorrect inferences about their health and take incorrect courses of action that could be ineffective or harmful. We consider the need to address sensemaking challenges to be particularly acute in a health context, due to the causal relationship between poor education and poor health. That is to say, those who stand to benefit significantly from access to interactive health systems may also experience reduced information literacy, affecting their ability to identify, assess, and effectively use information. Hence, improving the ease with which non-expert analysts can make sense of the information output of these systems is imperative. At the WISH workshop we hope to discuss the challenges of using interactive health systems from a sensemaking perspective and explore a research agenda to provide solutions to the problems we have identified.
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